Instructions for use

1. Insert two AA batteries (included) and switch EasyEx on.

2. Insert a sterilized explorer tip just inside the hole on the nose cone, with the tip perpendicular to the flat silver top.

3. With a light touch, slowly turn EasyEx slightly right and left, then up and down, for a total of three seconds. Extremely dull explorers might require a second sharpening.

Your explorer is now sharp and ready to use.

Replacement sharpening stones are available at practicon.com.
Sterilization instructions

If EasyEx is used to sharpen a contaminated explorer:

1. Remove the round silver cap with your fingernail or a small instrument.
2. Remove the circular sharpening stone with cotton pliers.
3. Sterilize the sharpening stone and silver cap.
4. Reinstall the sharpening stone onto the shaft inside EasyEx.
5. Replace the silver cap and wipe the body of EasyEx down with disinfectant wipes.

Note: Never place the EasyEx handpiece in the autoclave.